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Recently we received a letter suggesting that we were being contradictory in Boat
Pennsylvania. According to one reader, we suggested that boaters wear personal flotation devices, but that the magazine photographs don't always show their use.
Obtaining photographs for a magazine can be a difficult proposition. Sometimes we
stage situations and take the photographs ourselves. More often, we rely on photographs
submitted by contributors. Photos that depict the general boating public often do not
show people wearing PFDs simply because the incidence of wearing them is so low. If
we were to say that we would only use photos that showed boaters wearing PFDs, we
would have a difficult time fmding acceptable photos. Generally, we try to show people
wearing PFDs in small boats in situations in which devices should obviously be worn.
On large boats, people most often do not wear their PFDs.
Should people wear PFDs? Statistics show that wearing a PFD can save your life.
Are PFDs needed all the time? Because accidents happen when they are least expected,
wearing a PFD all the time is a good idea. Practically, however, as comfortable as the
newest PFDs are, they can be excruciating on a hot July day.
Many boaters also want to get a little sun. We accept this and our statistics show that
the chances of having an accident where a PFD would have been a factor are much lower
in the summer months. Ofcourse,circumstances do exist in which wearing a PFD,even
on the hottest day,is warranted. And anyone canoeing on a fast, cold mountain stream
is foolish to do so without a PFD regardless of the season.
But wearing a PFD does not guarantee survival. During 1990,six people died wearing
their PFDs. These people were victims of hypothermia. They survived the accident
but were not rescued in time to prevent cold water from taking its toll. Should they
have boated without their PFDs? Certainly not. Their PFDs at least gave them a chance.
Statistics do not show the number of people who survived because they wore their
PFDs. In cold water,in stormy weather,or when participating in certain types of boating,
wearing a PFD is a must.
Children are required to wearPFDs on state park and Fish Commission waters. Parents
often make their kids wear PFDs even though they don't wear one themselves. These
regulations and parental requirements must work. Only one child under the age of 16
drowned in a boating accident in the past 10 years.
Sailboarders and personal watercraft(PWC)operators are also required to wear PFDs.
No fatalities have occurred on sailboards and the two fatalities we have had on a PWC
were the result of collisions. PFDs were not a factor.
Kayakers routinely wear PFDs voluntarily. Except for the occasional entrapment in
their boats,fatalities in kayaks are rare. Water skiers have been required to wear PFDs
for 20 years, and during the past 15 years only two skiers have been killed.
Water skiing,kayaking,sailboarding and operating personal watercraft are hazardous
types of boat operation. Yet, wearing PFDs has kept the number of fatalities relatively
low. On the other hand,in the past 20 years hundreds of people have died in small boats
and canoes. Had these people been wearing PFDs, many would be alive today.
Sportsmen have learned that wearing fluorescent orange has had a dramatic effect
on the number of hunting accidents. Yet, many ofthese same individuals fail to recognize
the importance of a personal flotation device for their safety. Great strides have been
made in recent years toward the goal of changing the image of wearing PFDs. There
are fewer reckless boaters now than there were 20 years ago. Despite a near tripling in
the number of boats operating in Pennsylvania,the number of fatalities has decreased.
We will continue to urge boaters to use common sense. The Commission is dedicated
to eliminating fatalities from boating accidents, although we will never reach our goal
of no fatalities. In 1989,only 13 Pennsylvania boaters died in boating accidents. Last
year 27 did—many of them were in small boats and did not wear PFDs. We can do
better.
The Commission has directed its staff to study the need for further regulations concerning wearing PFDs. Whatare your opinions about wearing PFDs? Should it be required?
Under what circumstances? Have you had any experiences that have changed the way
you approach wearing a PFD? Let us know what you think. We would like to hear
from you.
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The covers
This issue's front cover, photographed by
Lycoming Countian Terry Wild,is an
invitation to boating fun this spring. The
personal watercraft enthusiasts in the picture
are enjoying the Susquehanna River at Lock
Haven. The back cover, a water skier getting
ready to go, is also an invitation to a
season of fun. And speaking of
invitations, there's plenty in this
issue to entice boaters. Sailors will
want to check out the stories on
pages 18 and 28,and water skiers
should scan the article on page 16.
' All boat owners should read the
articles beginning on pages 4 and
12, and paddlers can get a lot out of
the article on page 8. Do you cruise
or sail with your pet dog or cat? If
you do,the article on page 24 is the
cat's meow.

by Steve Henkel

If someday someone writes The Boatman's Book ofLists, a priority would have to be a gigantic checklist ofa boatman's chores
at fitting-out time. Here's a sample list. No doubt you can add
many more items of your own.

Hull, deck,cabin
/Remove the winter cover,fold it and put it away.
/Sweep and scrub the deck and cockpit. Lay down carpet or
mats next to the boat and on the ladder steps to keep from tracking
new dirt on board before you launch.
/Clean the teak by using one ofthe many teak cleaners to bleach
the wood. Then restore the color with teak oil or other special
teak coating. Do the teak before cleaning and polishing the topsides.
Teak cleaner can ruin your wax job.
/Polish deck fittings, stanchions, etc., with metal polish followed by wax. Use Navaljelly or the equivalenton corroded fittings.
/Scrub the walls and ceiling in the cabin. Use detergent or a
cleaner like Soilax plus warm water. Use Clorox or the equivalent
to treat mildew.
/Clean out dirt and debris from the scuppers in the cockpit,
on deck and in the cabin.
/Hose down and pump out the bilge. Check the limber holes
and pumps for cleanliness.
/While the hose is available, blast the entire deck,deckhouse
and topsides with a strong stream of water. Leaks may appear
around windows,hatches,ventilators,deck-hulljoint or other seam.
Fill them as needed with GE Silicone Sealant or a similar sealer.
/Paint and varnish in the cabin and on deck. Remove as many
parts as possible and take them home to coat them in warm,dry
surroundings.
/Buff all polish on the deck and topsides. Use wax above the
waterline only in non-walkway areas. Wax makes fiberglass
dangerously slippery. Don't wax below the waterline because it
slows the boat.
/Clean and paint the bottom as needed for anti-fouling. If you're
changing anti-fouling paints,check the can for compatibility with
the previous surface. If the boat will be dry-sailed, anti-fouling
paint is not necessary. For the fastest bottom,just wet-sand the
bottom with 400-grit sandpaper. Do not use wax.

Sailors should wash,
rinse, dry and inspect
sails. Ifyou discover
rips, tears or breaks
in the stitching,fix
them or have your
sal/maker do it.

Don Carey

Sails, spars, rigging
/Wash,rinse,dry,inspect and neatly fold the sails if you didn't
do so at the end of last season. If your inspection turns up rips,
tears or breaks in the stitching,fix the problem or have yoursailmaker
do it.
/Wash and wax anodized spars, and scour and coat non-anodized spars. Check for bends, cracks and other defects. Use
light machine oil on all non-ball bearing sheaves. Follow the
manufacturer's recommendations on ball-bearing sheaves. Touch
up or repaint coated spars. Examine the tangs and other spar fittings
for wear and tear.
/Check the padeyes,chainplates,turnbuckles,toggles,shackles,
wire,thimbles and swage fittings for cracks,corrosion and other
signs of wear and tear. Replace the rigging cotter pins whenever
there is the slightest evidence of loss of strength.

Outboard engines
Iffull maintenance and preparation for storage was done at the
end of the last season, your spring fitting-out chores will be minor. If you unadvisedly skipped the fall chores(marked * in the
list below), you need to attend to them now.
/Rinse out any saltwater from the engine's cooling system,
using freshwater. *
/Drain and refill the gear case with new high-viscosity gear
lube.*
/Using a grease gun,lube all grease fittings. *
/With the spark plugs removed,spray enough storage fogging
oil into the cylinders to lube the walls. Then turn the engine through
a number of revolutions to spread the lubricant inside the cylinders. *
/Inspect the spark plugs, and clean and gap them. *
Spring 1991 Boat Pennsylvania
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Most of your boat
maintenance should have
been done lastfall. This
includes servicing the
boat, motor, trailer and
specialized equipment.

/When re-installing the rubber cover on the spark plug,smear
a little white grease or Vaseline on the inside to help prevent
corrosion.)*
/If the engine has a fuel filter, disassemble it and clean or replace the filter element. After reassembly, check for leaks by
connecting the fuel line to the motor and squeezing the primer
bulb until resistance is felt in the bulb. *
/Remove the prop and shear pin.Ifthe shear pin is worn,corroded
or bent, replace it. *
/Check out any suspicious symptoms noticed during operation the previous season.
-/Clean any dirt, grease and grime from the engine cover and
inner casing.
/Check the lower gear case to be sure that seals aren't leaking.
If they are,see your dealer. Make sure that spark plug wires are
tightly in place.
/Inspect the fittings at the ends of the fuel line and make sure
they are clean and free from grease, grime and dust.
/Inspect the gas tank and make sure it's free from leaks and
rust. If rust is starting, paint with rust-retarding paint, such as
certain grades of Rustoleum.
/If the prop is chipped, bent, scratched or worn, repair or replace it.
/Clean and lube the propeller shaft with an approved grease.
/Replace the zinc anodes whenever they begin to look corroded.
4/Make sure that all screws and bolts are tight, and that spark
plug boots and connector sleeves are in place. Be sure that rubber
parts are not cracked,cut, abraided or otherwise deteriorated.
/Where necessary, use touch-up paint, usually available in
6
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matching colors from engine dealers.
/Apply oil or grease (whichever the owner's manual specifies) to all pivot points, such as tilt mechanisms, cover latches,
starter pinion shaft, carburetor linkages and shift linkages.

Inboards, Ms
Most procedures are similar to the above steps for outboards—
and again,the main work should have been done in the fall. This
work includes:
/Antifreeze should have been forced through the system.
/The crankcase oil should have been drained and refilled.
/The engine should have been shrouded in a plastic tarp(big
garbage bags will do)to keep dust from settling on its oily surface and turning into grime.
/If these maintenance items were done, then just follow the
same procedures as for outboards, where applicable, plus:
/Clean or change the filters (including,on many inboard engines, lube oil filters and intake water filters as well as fuel filters).
/Inspect inlet water seacock, hoses, clamps and pipes for
weaknesses and signs of leakage. When in doubt, replace these
items. The same goes for the exhaust system.
/Check the control linkage, especially the gearshift lever, to
be sure that attachments are tight. Sometimes the linkage comes
apart at awkward times, if not fully tightened.
/Adjust the packing gland nut position.
Inspect and if necessary replace all"zincs," located on the prop
shaft, rudder or on the hull near the prop.
./Finally, when all engine and related equipment maintenance
has been performed,record in your ship's log what you have done

Sp.100q1110 DrUIN

Don Carey

Remember to refurbish your registration numbers and apply
this year's current stickers. Rinse and inspect all cordage.
Switch endfor end where necessary to equalize wear.

in the way of inspection,adjustment,lubrication and replacement.
It'll be a handy reminder for you next year, and will be a help
when the time comes to consider a major overhaul.

Trailer chores
/Wire-brush and spot-paint the trailer frame wherever rust is
evident.
/If rust is extensive, make a close inspection. The trailer may
be about to collapse. Most trailers are modular.Remove and replace
any badly rusted parts. If components are somewhat rusted but
still strong, remove them, wire-brush them, and carefully paint
them with rust-inhibiting paint.
/Remove the wheel bearings and inspect them for wear or pitting.
Re-grease and replace them. If the inner grease seals are leaking,
replace them. Ifthe trailer hubs are frequently submerged,install
bearing protectors.
/Test your lights. If the lights don't work, first be sure the
trailer is in solid contact with the tow vehicle. Electrical ground
is frequently accomplished through the hitch ball itself. If the
lights still don't work,remove the bulbs,check the filaments and
clean the contact points on both the bulbs and sockets. Then use
Vaseline or white grease to protect the contact surfaces.

Other fix-up, get-ready
/Refurbish your registration numbers. Apply the current year
stickers. Touch up the boat's name as needed if it's painted on
the transom.
/Rinse and inspect all cordage. Switch end for end where
necessary to equalize wear. Repair,replace or install chafing gear
as required.

/Inspect and replace or repair the pick-up buoy,if necessary.
Sometimes a little Marine-Tex or the equivalent smeared around
thefoam float-hole where thefiberglass pick-up"wand"goesthrough
can extend the life of a worn pick-up buoy.
/Clean the battery case and terminals,using a special wire brush
designed to do this job. Use impregnated felt washers to keep
the top clean.
/Check the battery to be sure it still can take and hold a charge.
Two full days after a full charge has been put on a battery, the
open-circuit voltage should measure between 12.6 and 12.9 volts.
/Mount the battery tightly so that sudden movements don't
dislodge it. Connect the terminals securely with the proper polarity. Don't guess. You could blow out your expensive electronics
if the polarity is reversed.
/Inspect the fuses or circuit breakers to be sure that all are intact. When in doubt, use a test meter.
/After the battery is installed, be sure that all lights operate.
If they don't, remove the bulbs, and if the filaments are intact,
clean the electrical contact points and smear them with Vaseline,
white grease or the equivalent. If the lights still don't operate,
trace along each wire with a test meter until you find a fault.
/Check all wiring for chafed spots and other weaknesses. Replace
the wiring as needed.
/Check the plumbing hoses and pipesforcracks and loose clamps.
iLube the seacocks and test them for easy operation.
/Varnish or paint your oars.
/All done? If you've accomplished all these chores, you can
take off across the water with the satisfaction of knowing your
boat is almost surely seaworthy and safe. Your boat will also be
a pleasure to use and to look at. So have fun,and don't think too
much about those end-of-season maintenance chores.
After all, fall is still a long way away!
Spring 1991 Boat Pennsylvania
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tick with canoeing long enough and
you'll want—no, need—a canoe trailer.
There are some commercial designs, but
none is builtfor rough-road use. The typical
factory-built canoe trailer has a wimpy
tongue and spaghetti-thin crossbars,cushy
springs and 12-inch wheels that bottom out
in the ruts of every logging road, and an
inflated price that suggests you should have
shopped around. Running lights and acargo
box? You've got to be kidding. These are
extra cost options or do-it-yourselfprojects!
If you want a good trailer, you have to build
it yourself or contract the job out.
Everyone who has trailered canoes for
very long has a wealth of horror stories to
share. Here are a few:
The school districtfor which I work once
built a heavy duty convertible trailer that
could haul canoes in summer and ski
equipment in winter. By removing some
bolts, the tongue could be shortened or
lengthened—a great idea, at least so it
seemed.
Within the first year,the tongue snapped
off while the trailer was towed behind a
busload of kids. The driver hit the brakes
and the momentum rammed the canoes a
yard through the back ofthe bus. Fortunately,
no one was injured.
Another case: I wasdriving50mph when
the tongue snapped on my friend's homebuilt trailer. The trailer flipped over and
ground to dust the enclosed box along with
a beautiful wood-trimmed Royalex canoe.
I just eased off the gas and let the heavy
Chevy Suburban drag the remains along
until the momentum subsided. Luckily,there
was a commercial welder at the next gas
station.
On another occasion,I was doing barely
20 miles per hour when a strong side wind
caught my six-canoe trailerand blew itdown.
Fortunately, we only bent a crossbar and
scraped the side of one canoe (new, of
course).

Those who are new to canoe trailering
may suggestthatI'm eitherjinxed or careless.
Ican assure you thatlam neither. Trailering
canoes on even well-built trailers is dangerous business,as every knowledgeable
canoeist can attest.
Karl Ketter, whose mother owns a
commercial outfitting business in Minnesota,
once told me he had yet to see any canoe
trailer that would last more than seven years.
"No matter how you build'em,the tongue
always breaks,"says Karl. Herein lies the
problem: The long, whippy tongue that
characterizes the canoe trailer eventually
succumbs to stress. And as I discovered,
simply welding on moreiron isn't the answer.
Overkill can kill! Something to do with the
"harmonics" of vibration, I'm told.

Designing a trailer
First, answer these questions:
AHow many canoes do you plan to
trailer? If your tow vehicle is a light truck,
limit capacity tofourorsix. Six canoe trailers
stand awkwardly high,especially when built
for today's deep-hulled trippers. They need
a heavy undercarriage or a weight-filled
cargo box for stability. If you need six-canoe
capacity,it's better to trailer four and cartop
two than to manage a six-canoe-high kite
in a crosswind.
ADo you want a cargo box? Ifso,limit
capacity to fourcanoesso the trailered load
won't be too high.
AWill you pull the trailer long distances
over unimproved roads? If yes,you'll need
big wheels and enough spring travel to keep
from bottoming out. In short, you need
heavy duty construction all around,and a
finished weightofperhaps 1,000 pounds—
more,if you include a cargo box and spare
tire(s).
It follows that for light loads on asphalt
and good gravel, a medium-weight(650pound)trailer with 2,000-pound axle rating and 12-inch wheels is good enough. But

for pounding the back roads of Pennsylvania,a heavy frame,matched to a 3,500pound axle, and 14- to 15-inch wheels, is
better.
Lightweight or heavy,construction details
are similar. You'll vary the size and thickness
ofcomponents,and perhaps the mountings,
that's all.
Let's examine the structure ofa heavyweight four-canoe trailer equipped with a
cargo box.

Building the frame
Materials. Don't try to save money by
using old auto axles and scrap steel whose
history is uncertain. About$500 will buy
a new axle and all the new steel you need
to assemble a reliable rig.
Your life rides on the tongue, so don't
skimp here. I specify 1/8th-inch-thick,threeinch x three-inch tubular steel stock for both
heavy and lightweight trailer tongues.
Reinforcement of the tongue and frame
should be 3/16th-inch angle(whetter. Figures
1,2 and 3 show one proven layout.
Concerns. As mentioned,the tongue is
everything. It should be reinforced on the
top and sides. Use a single horizontal brace
to stiffen the canoe tree. Belt and suspenders
people will also add an X-brace. You weaken
the frame side rails if you bend and weld
them to the tongue. It's better to make a
solid rectangular frame and then weld on
the side braces.
Be sure to add removable,vertical struts
on the"canoe tree," as shown in figure 3.
Without them, the "tree" will eventually
break its welds and shake loose. This is
an almostcertainty if you drive bumpy roads
without thecanoeson board. Loaded canoes
act as horizontal braces that stabilize the
cross members and deaden vibrations that
cause welds to fail.
Springs. Match the spring weight to the
maximum load you'll carry. Springs that
are too light cause the box to bottom out.
Spring 1991 Boat Pennsylvania
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Those that are too heavy transfer shock to
the trailer and stress both welds and metal.
If you commonly carry 300 pounds on a
rig that's designed to haul 1,500,you'd better
consider shock absorbers. Otherwise,your
well-built frame may shake apart at the
seams.
A few years ago,a friend and I both had
identical heavy duty trailers built by the same
man. Each was designed to haul around
1,500 pounds of canoes and gear. About
1,200 pounds of equipment is a common
load for me;200 pounds is average for my
friend. My trailer has twice negotiated TransCanada Highway 1 to the Northwest Territories, and has logged more than 3,000
miles on fist-sized gravel. The first year,
I lost the surge brakes when the hydraulic
line sheared on a rock. The following
summer,a spring mount failed and had to
be re-welded at a bush plane hanger deep
in the wilds. Otherwise, no problems.
Afterjust 3,000 miles ofdriving on lightduty gravel roads,the huge three-inch tubular tongue on my friend's trailer gave way
right behind the hitch. Evidently,vibrations
set up stresses that caused the steel(not the
welds) to fail. An engineer told me that
shock absorbers or lighter springs would
have prevented the fracture.
Moral? Bigger is better only ifit's sprung
right.
Fenders. A bacicroads trailer needs a

minimum of four inches of spring clearance. So mount fenders high,even if they
look comical. The first time you bottom
a fender well on the tread ofa fast-spinning
tire, you'll see why.
Cargo box. A cargo box should be
waterproof and dustproof and easy to access when the canoes am loaded. Mostcargo
boxes are builtfrom treated plywood,which
warps no matter how you brace it. You can
fool around with this—and you will—or
adopt a simpler method that will cover the
ever-widening cracks. I simply close the
hinged doors and then snap a fitted waterproof nylon cover over them. The cover
is made oversize so it goes over the hinges
and doorjam.
Spare tire(s). Once,farfrom help,I got
two flat tires in one day. Naturally, that
Wiped out all my spares and left me stranded
until!could make repairs. The episode cost
me a full day of travel. But! learn fast.
Now, my trailer has two spares mounted
on the tongue. The five-hole Chevy wheels
match my van so I have another spare if
need be.
Lights. Waterproof boat trailer lights are
essential on a rig that will overwinter in
snow and rain. Be sure to get the deluxe
package, which has bright-amber running
lights on the side.
Brakes. Brakes are desirable on any
trailer, though frankly,I've learned to live

without them. Twice now,low-slung bush
roads have ripped the hydraulic cable on
my surge brakes. Last year, after much
frustration, I finally pulled the shoes.
But the real problem with surge brakes
is that they lock up solid when you back
uphill—a frequent occurrence in the
backcountry. Ofcourse, you can stop the
vehicle, get out, and disengage the brake
"clutch" when the need arises, but this is
often awkward or dangerous. For example,
you're building momentum while backing
through thick, black mud, when the rear
end suddenly locks up. So out you go in
ankle-deep mire to release the clutch? Sure
you do!

Storage
Most canoe trailers are necessarily left
outside year-round. Sun,rain and snow beats
on the plywood box and in a few years,
warping and delamination occur. Even wellprimed steel rusts quickly. What can you
do to prolong the life of your trailer short
of storing it indoors?
Thoroughly wash the metalwork at the
end of the season and spray it with oil or
WD-40.
If you build an enclosed box,seal the top
with waterproof material like fiberglass,tar
paper or tin. Failing this,apply a good grade
oflight-colored(to reflect heat)epoxy paint.
Trailer tires usually fail from rot and
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figure 3
weather checks, not from wear. Wooden
boards placed under the wheels keep tires
from contacting damp ground or cement.
Drape heavy fabric or cardboard from the
fenders to shield tires from sunlight.

VERTICAL STRUT
STIFFENS'TRAILER TREE
WHEN LOCKED DOWN

CARPETING

Maintenance
Each spring,I repack the wheel bearings
on my trailer and check the tongue and frame
for hairline cracks. Warning: Use tape
sparingly to secure electrical wires to the
frame. When my trailer flipped over in
Canada, I discovered that the tongue had
broken at a place which was covered with
duct tape. Had I used narrow electrical tape
instead, I would have discovered the crack
immediately.
It makes sense to carry spare wheel
bearings and seals,cotter pins,grease and
the tools you need to pull wheels and make
repairs. A couple of two-foot-long pieces
of scrap steel(same stuff that was used to
make the frame) and a six-foot length of
chain (figure 4) will keep you
going if a tongue breaks.

VERTICAL STRUT
SWINGS ASIDE TO
LOAD AND UNLOAD
CANOES

figure 4
BROKEN TONOUE

3/16 ANGLE,TWO FEET LONG
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Docking and Boat Handling

by CherylKimerline Hornung
photos by the author

A
STERN LINE
STERN BREAST

STERN SPRING
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ant to know how good a skipper really is at boat handling? Watching
a skipper dock a boat is usually the fastest way tojudge. Proper boat handling
requires practice and patience. Watching a person dock a boat can be as
entertaining as watching a novice back a trailer down a busy ramp on a
summer weekend. Instead of racing up and down the lake at high speed,
why don't boaters practice tight docking and handling maneuvers? Anyone can steer a boat in open water. However,few skippers have the skills
to maneuver a boat easily around a crowded dock.
Most of us in our high school days were taught the basics of operating
an automobile and perhaps, hardest of all, parallel parking. In contrast,
few of us have had any type of hands-on boat operation training. So how
do people learn to dock a boat? Unfortunately, most of us learned the hard
way—trial and error.
Early each season,I try to practice docking and boat handling when there
are few boats around. This way if!ram the dock or miscalculate my turn,
there are few laughing witnesses watching my miscalculated endeavors.
When the prime boating season arrives, my boat handling skills are polished. I can operate into a busy marina and successfully parallel "park"
my boat with only a few inches ofclearance on each end. Several months
earlier when approaching a crowded marina,sweating profusely and nervously
shaking,I would have armed my crew with boat hooks ready to push off
or harpoon anything that got in my way.
Before you practice docking,remember these few pointers. A boat does
not steer like a car. When driving a car, if you turn the front wheels, the
rear end follows. In a boat the opposite is true. When you turn a boat,the
stern swings first, forcing the bow to turn in the opposite direction. The

pivot point is forward of midships, meaning that the stem swings farther than the
bow. The stem directs the bow; the bow
does not direct the stem. Anticipate which
way the stern is going to swing before attempting a turn in tight quarters.

Hat trick
The true test ofsteering a boatcomes when
you try a high-speed turn to chase your
favorite ball hat thatjust blew off your head.
You miss your hat the first time because
your boat hook didn't reach that far. By
the time you turnaround, your
hat has already sunk. What did
you do wrong?
The bow of your boat was
aimed at the hat. You needed
to move closer,so you turned
toward the hat. Unfortunately,
this turned the stern in the
opposite direction so that by
the time you tried to grab it,
the hat was out of reach.
You must learn to anticipate
the direction in which the stem
swings. What would you do
if someone fell overboard?
Most people respond automatically by turning the bow
away from the overboard
victim. Think about it. If you
turn the bow away from the
person in the water, the stern
would swing toward the person in the water and the victim could be run over. Always
turn the bow toward a person
who falls overboard. This
forces the stern to swing away
from the victim.
The direction a propeller
turns also makes a difference
in which direction the stern
moves. Most single-engine
boats have right-hand props.
This means the prop turns in
a clockwise direction when
looking at it from the stern
facing forward. The initial
effect of the right-hand propeller of a single-screw boat
is to force the stern to the
starboard. Backing the engine
ofa right-handed prop swings
the stern to port.

Using lines
Mooring lines are used to keep a boat
tied to a pier. The bow and stern mooring
lines are the most commonly used. They
are simple to use and are usually sufficient

Remember that in
docking, the stern
directs the bow.
In tight quarters,
anticipate which way
the stern will swing
before attempting
a turn.

(iffenders are used to prevent the hullfrom
rubbing against the dock).
If the boat is to be left moored to a dock
for a period oftime,consider using breast
lines and spring lines. Breast lines prevent
sideways movement and spring lines prevent fore-and-aft movement.
An experienced skipper uses spring lines
in close quarters to maneuver the vessel into
or out of a dock. The spring lines should
be handled carefully and both ends of the
line must be on board the boat but should
not be secured. One wrap around a cleat
should hold the boat but release
quickly and easily.
To release the spring,let go
ofone end while pulling in the
other. Make sure the line does
not get tangled in the prop.
Under no circumstances should
a spring line used to assist a
maneuver be tied off to a cleat
aboard the boat. The spring line
should be able to be adjusted
as necessary and castoffquickly
when no longer needed.

Leaving the dock

The easiest situation in which to leave
the dock is when the wind blows offthe
dock. The bow moves away quicker
than the stern, so release the stern line
first—then the bow line.

Theeasiestsituation in which
to leave a dock is when the wind
is blowing off the dock. Release the stern line first, then
the bow lines. The bow drifts
away quicker than the stern.
When the wind has blown the
boat clear, put the boat in forward and proceed slowly at an
angle away from the dock.
Some boaters push off the
dock before they even attempt
to start their boats. What
happens when the motor does
not start? They need a tow or
lines thrown to pull them back
to shore. Always have engines
started and all gauges reflecting
the desired readings before
casting off.
Leaving a dock with the wind
blowing into it usually requires
the use of a spring line. Cast
offthe stem spring line first and
hold onto the bow spring line.
Turn the rudder so that it moves
the stern away from the dock
and the bow into the dock.
Leave the fenders on the bow. Shift into
forward gear at an idle speed and move into
the bow spring line. The spring line stops
the forward motion ofthe boat while forcing
the stern away from the dock. When the
stem is clear ofall obstructions,put the boat
Spring 1991 Boat Pennsylvania
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in reverse, back out and cast off the spring
line. A short forward burst then stops the
reverse motion. Then turn and proceed slowly
away from the dock.
When Italk aboutidle speeds orshort bursts,
I mean slowly give your boat some power
and then immediately back offinto your idle
speed. Have you everseen a boater whodrives
his boat plowing through the water, throwing a huge wake, trying to dock the boat?
The operator gets the boat close to the dock,
pulls out the boat hook and about that time
the wake throws the boat...CRUNCH...right
on, not next to, the dock. This boater gets
angry, looks around and curses because he
thinks that some other boater must havejust
raced by and thrown that wake.
When leaving the dock with the wind
blowing from the bow,release the bow line
and push offto allow the bow to blow away
from the dock. Release the stem line, put
the boat in forward and pull away slowly.
When leaving a dock with the wind on the
stern, cast off the stem line and hold a bow
spring line. Have fenders on the bow and tend
the line carefully. Go slowly forward to swing
the stem away from the dock. When the stem
is clear of obstructions, cast off the spring
line and place the boat in reverse. The boat
will back into the wind with the bow tending to turn to starboard. Pull away slowly.
When leaving the dock, make sure the
boat fenders and lines are stowed neatly. I
remember once coming back toward a boat
ramp and seeing something white bobbing
in the water. I pulled alongside the boatfender
to pick it up,laughing at the poor slob who
must have forgotten to take it off the boat.
Then I realized it was mine. Embarrassed,
I quickly threw it in the cabin and have not
forgotten to remove the fenders since.

Approaching a dock

A KB
BOW
SPRING

WIND OR CURREN
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The easiest way to dock a single-engine
boat is a straight approach with a very slight
angle(on the side you are docking). When
the bow is close to the dock, put your boat
in reverse and the stem will move right over
to the dock. Remember that a right-handed
propeller tends to move to port. Place several boat fenders on the docking side of the
boat to soften the impact.
If the wind is blowing toward the dock,
slowly make a parallel approach. When in
position,put your boat in reverse to stop your
forward movement. Let the wind blow your
boat against the dock.
lithe wind or current is blowing away from
the dock, approach slowly at a sharp angle
(45 degrees).Secure a bow line and shift into
neutral. Turn the rudder or motor to direct
the bow away from the dock. Slowly go

WIND OR CURRENT
FENDER IF
NECESSARY

WIND OR CURRENT
DRIFT

WIND

forward. Thisforces the stem to move against
the dock.
If the wind is coming from the bow,approach the dock at a slight angle. When the
bow is close to the dock,turn the boat so that
it is parallel to the dock. Attach a bow line.
The stern will then swing into the dock. If
necessary, shift into reverse to stop your
forward movement.
The most difficult approach is when the
wind is from the stern. Keep putting the boat
in reverse to stop the forward momentum.
Approach the dock from a slight angle. When
the bow gets close, use reverse to slow your
speed. Fasten the stem line first and then the
bow line.
The addition ofother boats,wind and current
makes docking more challenging. Always
approach docks slowly. Never use arms or
legs to fend the boat off the dock. Arms and
legs have been broken this way. The fenders should cushion the shock. When at the
dock,send the mooring lines ashore and adjust
as necessary. Look carefully before entering
or leaving a dock. Keep an alternate plan
in mind. With patience and practice,docking
can be a demonstration of your skill.
Keep your passengers seated when docking.
Otherwise,they'll all be rushing to one side
of your boat, trying to help you dock. This
uneven weight distribution can make it very
hard to steer your boat in close quarters.
Practice docking early in the season or
during the week when there is little boat traffic
around. Learn the different ways that wind,
waves and current can affect your docking.
Head into the current or wind to give yourself
bettercontrolofthe boat. Always move slowly.
Have the boatfenders in place and the mooring
lines ready. A good skipper is always ready
to use forward and reverse gears quickly. Ease
the boat into the dock.
When close, if possible, toss the lines to
someone on the dock. If no one is around,
pull the boat to the dock with your hand or
a boat hook. Secure the bow line first and
then the stern. Attach the stern line first only
if the wind and current are coming from the
stem. Never shut the motor off until all the
lines are secured.
Just remember that docking requires boat
operators to possess a certain level of skill
and that the stern is the part of the boat that
is steered. The stern moves sideways and
must always be watched.Too many boaters
concentrate only on the bow and slam the stem
into docks and other boats.
There are always other factors such as wind
and current involved. Remember that the wind
and current can help the boater maneuver,
if the skipper knows how to use them.

cy
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Water

by ohn M. Cornish II

Across the nation there are water skiersjoined in a common goal.
That goal is to promote and enjoy the sport of water skiing. This
network's foundation is comprised of the many local ski clubs
that may or may not have a specific area of interest within the
water skiing disciplines. At the top of this network is the parent
organization,the American Water Ski Association,referred to as
AWSA.
Under this umbrella are several subdivisions that claim the specific
disciplines such as the American Barefoot Club(ABC),the American
Kneeboard Association(AKA),the National Ski Show Association
(NSSA),the National Collegiate Water Ski Association(NCWSA),
and the National Speed Boat & Water Ski Racing Association
(NSWSA). In the community of world water skiing, the AWSA
is a federation member ofthe United States Olympic Committee
(USOC)and the International Water Ski Federation(IWSF),which
is a world-level organization that is a member ofthe International
Olympic Committee(IOC).
These organizations are made up ofskiers from the United States
who love the sport. Many volunteers who hold office in these
16
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clubs were once beginning skiers seeking information and help
to improve their skills. Many ofthem became involved by accident
after attending a competition, a clinic, a ski show or a city boat
show.

Local ski clubs
A beginning recreational skier or a family of skiers interested
in becoming involved in water skiing may want to explore the
possibility ofjoining a local ski club. Clubs and club events can
open new doors for individuals to pursue. Many clubs own a"club
boat" that offers an opportunity for an individual to ski and be
involved in the sport without the expense of purchasing a boat.
Depending on the club's specific interests and goals, a variety
ofprograms may be available. Even the smallest clubs often focus
their attention on performing a ski show for local fairs or events.
These same clubs may also have "family ski days" or clinics to
teach and promote skiing. Another popular club event is club
competitions.
Events such as these offer a spirit ofcamaraderie and enthusi-

A beginning skier orfamily ofskiers interested in
getting involved in water skiing may want to
explore the possibility ofjoining a local ski club.
Clubs and club events can open new doorsfor
individuals because a variety ofprograms might
be available. Family events and activities, clinics
and competitions are some ofthe choices.

Governing bodies
As clubs or individuals become involved in competitions,they
become more aware ofthe AWSA and the governing organization
ofeach skiing discipline. Within each skiing organization exists
a board of directors, regional representatives and working committees that monitor the operations of the competitions. Rules,
qualifications of officials and tournament sanction requirements
arejust afew ofthe guidelines established by these groups. Their
ultimate goal is to hold successful regional and national competitions to select a representative team to compete for the world
championship. The foundation for this goal is the many volunteers and recreational skiers that support the organizations.

Pennsylvania connection

asm because everyone is learning, instructing and encouraging
one another. On occasion, a top-name skier may be brought in
to offer the expertise and role model that can benefit the entire
membership.
Many clubs participate in social events 12 months a year, expanding their realm to snow skiing or other winter pastimes. Usually,
clubs hold a party ortwo throughout the year. Some hold elaborate
awards banquets and dinners. Depending on your personal objectives,
the advantages of taking part in a ski club are evident.

Varied memberships
Just as club interests and activities differ, so do their memberships. Clubs are found in all sizes with enrollments of a halfdozen to several hundred. The members may consistonly ofteenagers
or entire families. Because water skiing is a family sport, many
clubs thrive on families as the supporting body. A club's beginning
may be inspired by a group of youths wanting to perform a ski
show or just having the desire to ski together.

Pennsylvania is in the Eastern Region, one of the five designated regions ofthe U.S.thatencompasses the 13 statesfrom Maine
south including Virginia. There are 11 to 15 ski clubs in the state
that are affiliated with AWSA.Pennsylvania can boast representation ofskiers and managerial personnel throughout the national
as well as the world level of competition and administration.
Throughout the state there are tournaments and shows as well as
clinics with visiting experts.
Listed here are some Pennsylvania ski clubs and representatives.
Black Rock,Schuylkill River*
Golden Triangle Ski Club,Pittsburgh
Indian Lake Ski Club,Indian Lake*
Lake Aldred, York
Nashqui Ski Club,State College
Raystown Ski Club, Hesston
Line Off Ski Club, New Alexandria
Reading Ski Club,Reading
Panther Ski Club,Pittsburgh
Presque Isle Ski Club, Erie
Port Indian Ski Club, Norristown
West Branch Ski Club, Williamsport
Wet, Wild and Wonderful Ski Club,Youghiogheny Lake*
Ski clubs marked with"*"are presently not members ofAWSA.

Pennsylvania people
Bill Baker,Vice President,AWSA,Norristown; Nancy DeJesus,
Executive Vice President,E Reg.AWSA,Reading;Paul Allebach,
Chairman,Towboat Committee,AWSA,Hatfield; Doug Robbins,
Council E., AWSA,Pittsburgh; Keystone State Water Ski Federation, William Hunt, Pittsburgh; American Barefoot Club, E.
Reg.Executive Director,John Cornish,Berlin; Carol Pinto,Reserve
Director Council, ABC,Horsham; Pat Dean, E. Council, ABC,
West Mifflin;Paul Friel,Safety Committee Chair,ABC,Norristown.
For more information on organized water skiing, contact any
of the individuals or clubs mentioned,or AWSA,799 Overlook
Drive, Winter Haven,FL 33884. Phone:
(800)533-AWSA or(813)324-4341.
Spring 1991 Boat Pennsylvania
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THE TRMIER
BYDAN OWEN
PHOTOS BY THE AU77-10R
&fling Pennsylvania's lakes and rivers is
challenging. The breeze quickly variesfrom
dead calm to gusty while shifting through
all points ofthe compass. Near the shoreline,
trees and headlands create tricky wind
shadows or eddies. In these conditions,
learning proper mainsail technique is essential and can be a real confidence-builder.
Most modem boats larger than 20 feet
have tall, short-footed, high-aspect-ratio
mainsails. They rely on a variety of large
headsails for most of their forward driving
power. However,if your boat is a fractionally
rigged(3/4 or 7/8ths)daysailor or a racing
boat with a tiny jib and spinnaker, it's a
different situation. On these boats the
mainsail plays a much greater role in overall
boat performance because it accounts for
a larger percentage of total sail area. Often missing or inadequately rigged on smaller
sailboats is an important mainsail control—
the traveler.

What it is

This traveler track is supported by a U-sectioned stainless steel channel.
Note the cheek blocks used to lead the tag lines to thejam cleats, and the
fiddler block that attaches the mainsheet to the traveler car.
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A traveler is simply a special type of metal
track secured athwartship—across the boat's
centerline. The mainsheet,attached to the
track by a pulley (block) and slide (car),
moves back and forth across it. The traveler
can be mounted at the stem or moreforward
in a mid-boom position.
Though rarely seen on today's boats,
travelers can also be used forjibs. This is
the lazy man's way to rig a sailboat. It is
commonly called a self-tending jib. The
clew is attached to a short wood or metal
boom (club),enabling the skipper to tack
back and forth without having to re-sheet
the sail from one side ofthe boat to the other.
A single jib sheet runs from the end ofthe
club through a block, which slides along
a foredeck-mounted traveler. It's then routed
through a fairlead to a cleat or winch in the
cockpit.

What it isn't
On older traditional or character boats,
sometimes a metal rod,called a horse, or
boom horse or deck horse, is mounted at
the stern. On it the ring of a sheet block
can slide from side to side as the boom
swings over when tacking. Sometimes a
wire or rope bridle replaces the metal rod.
Often, but inaccurately,this bit of rigging
is called a"traveler." These wire,rope,or
rod arrangements lack sufficient means of
controlling lateral movement of the
mainsheet block and the boom.

What it does
The traveler changes the mainsail's angle
of attack to the apparent wind. It trims the
mainsail without affecting its camber or
twist—it's shape. The boom can be moved
across the boat, without adjusting the
mainsheet. The mainsheet then takes on
an important secondary function. Trimming
or easing it alters the amount of sail twist.
Also important to small-boat skippers,
the traveler's lateral position affects the
amount ofheel. Most planing-hull sailboats
and boats with centerboards are sensitive
to heel angle for speed,stability and safety.
They won't perform up to their potential
unless sailed flat, at a0-degree heel angle.
This is what their designers intended when
they drew the hull lines. Excessive heeling
going to windward,or rolling side to side
when heading off the wind, may look exciting to spectators onshore,but it reduces
boat speed dramatically and makes your
passengers nervous.

Even slight heeling causes a corresponding amount of weather helm. The
helmsman corrects for this by pulling the
tiller toward him,increasing rudder angle.
The rudder dragged through the water at
extreme angles slows the boat,like riding
the brakes on an automobile.
The mainsheet helps obtain the best sail
shape. The traveler helps set the mainsail
at the optimum angle to the wind.

How to use it
In light winds pull the traveler to windward of the boat's centerline. In fresh or
heavy winds ease the traveler to the
centerline or off more to leeward. For
upwind, beam reaching and downwind
sailing, one important way to combat excessive heel is to ease the traveler to leeward.
When sailing to windward most skippers
play the mainsheet in puffs. Try playing
the traveler instead. By easing the traveler
when a puff hits, the mainsail can balance
off the potential for increased heel angle.
Pull the traveler back to windward after the
puff has passed.
When the traveler is pulled too far to
windward,both the helm and the heel angle
increase, and the boat slows. Easing the
traveler out too much causes the sail to luff.
The helm and heel angles decrease,but boat
speed also drops.

Cost
Hardware manufacturers like Harken,
Schaefer,Nicro-Fico and Merriman all make
individual traveler parts. Some package

A TRAVELER CHANGES THE
MAINSAIL'S ANGLE OF ATTACK
TO THE APPARENT WIND.
IT TRIMS THE MAINSAIL
WITHOUT AFFECTING ITS SHAPE.
entire traveler assemblies,ready to install.
You just provide the necessary amount of
line and the fastener hardware.
A basic system,as outlined in the sidebar
(page 21),for a 15- to 20-foot boat should
cost about $125. As boat size increases or
the installation becomes more complex,cost
rises dramatically.

Installation tips
Them are endless possibilitiesfora traveler
installation on your boat. You can buy new
hardware or raid the salvage piles of local
boatyards. Creativity is a good substitute
for money.
Spend time in careful planning and
measuring. Once installed,a poorly designed
installation is awkward to use and expensive
to modify. While you're in the planning
stage,look at travelers on other boats. This
can provide lots of ideas. However,don't
be fooled by the impressive appearance of
complex setups often found on sophisticated
racing boats. In sailboat rigging,simplicity
is the key to success. Knowledgeable people
at marine stores and local boatyards can
be helpful.
Spring 1991 Boat Pennsylvania
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A TIMMER IS SIMPLY A
SPECIAL TYPE OF METAL
TRACK SECURED
ATHWARTSHIP-ACROSS THE
BOAT'S CENTERLINE. IT'S
COMMONLY CALLED A SELFTENDING JIB. ON THIS
TRAVELER (RIGHT), A
CUSTOM-MADE STAINLESS
STEEL PLATE IS USED TO

RAISE THE TRAVELER ABOVE
OBSTRUCTIONS ON THE
DECK.
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If you regularly race your boat in an
organized class, Hs or Capri 12s, for instance,check with your class association
rules committee before installing a traveler
assembly.Some boat classes don't permit
travelers.
The traveler carries both vertical and
horizontal loads. Through-bolt securely with
large fender washers and use backing blocks
under the deck,cockpit sole or cabin top—
wherever you're installing it. Don't try to
save afew pennies by buying hardware that's
too small. If in doubt, go one size larger.
During installation, proper alignment of
the track is important. Ifthe vertical sheeting
angle is more than 10to 15 degrees,consider
angling the track toward the blocks on the
boom. Torsional loading—twisting—ofthe
traveler car causes sudden sticking and
slipping. Ball-bearing cars do a betterjob
of handling torsional loads.
Use carefully shaped teak or mahogany
blocks at both ends ofthe traveler track when
fitting it to a curved or irregular surface.
Many sailboats have outboard rudders
that have to be lifted vertically for removal
before trailering. For these boats a midboom traveler is the best arrangement.Also,

when sailing,it won't interfere with the tiller,
which usually pivots above the transom.
The mainsheet has to be able to slide along
with the traveler car as it moves back and
forth across the boat,so a special block called
a fiddle block is helpful. Many models have
a built-in jam cleat for securing the
mainsheet.
Mid-boom sheeting requires twice the
mechanical advantage (parts) of an endboom arrangement. Consider installing three
sheet blocks on the boom about 18 inches
apart to distribute the download.
The track itself should be as long as
possible, allowing movement well to
windward in light air and well to leeward
in heavy air.
On many boats the traveler is held in
position by movable stops mounted on the
track. A better arrangement uses taglines
for quick and constant adjustment.
Use braided Dacron for taglines,not threestrand, which has a tendency to develop
kinks.
By itself the traveler can't be expected
to work miracles. To get the most out of
your mainsail,you must use all its controls—
the halyard and the cunningham for adjusting

luff tension,the outhaul for tensioning the
foot,the mainsheetfor positioning the boom
and tensioning the leech, the boom yang
and flattening reeffor adjusting leech tension,
and the traveler for controlling
the sail's angle of attack.
ICY

Parts required for a
basic traveler assembly
•Traveler track(1)
•End caps(2)
•Traveler car(1)
• Mainsheet block(1)
•Cheek blocks for leading tag
lines(2)
•Cam cleats for securing tag
lines(2)
• 1/4-inch to 3/8-inch braided
Dacron for tag lines
•Assorted fastener hardware for
securing the traveler track to
the boat
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by Cheryl Kimerline Hornung
What are some safety items to keep in mind when river
boating?
Fill in the missing letters.
••••••

••••••

Spring Boating Hazards
The ice has thawed from our rivers and streams. The
air temperatures have warmed. The first day of trout
season was almost here. Your family was loading
camping and fishing gear for the big weekend. The
family john boat, almost forgotten, was pulled out from
under the brush in the backyard and loaded on top of
the camper. The weekend had begun!
When your family arrived at the campground, you
got a beautiful campsite right next to the river. You
immediately set up camp and carried the boat to the
river. Trout season didn't open until the next day.
Unfortunately,the recent rains had swollen and muddied
the river so the fishing opportunities were questionable. You tried to get your sister to go out in the boat
with you. She chickened out and said the water was
moving too quickly. You'd been rowing with your Dad
since you could walk. Now at 10, you considered yourself
an expert boater. It wasn't moving that fast, you thought—
you could handle it.
The rest of your family went on a walk,so you decided
to slide the boat into the water. What a good way to
scout out the fish! Your favorite fishing hole was
downstream, so you started rowing. Wow! Look how
fast you were moving. You could almost tow your friends
behind the boat on an inner tube. Building up speed,
you raced downstream.
As you rounded the next bend, you heard the roar
of water. Getting nervous, you saw a dropoff with big
boulders scattered throughout. Just as you tried to
row toward the bank, you hit a partially submerged tree
hanging in the water. Your boat filled with water and
was pinned next to the tree. Fortunately, you floated
out of the boat and made it to shore. Shivering, you
realized what a close call you had. Although you just
wanted to get into warm clothes back at the camp, you
didn't want to face your parents. You realized now what
a dangerous stunt you had just pulled.
22
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1. K_ _ _ the river or stream to be
boated.
2. Be a

o

swimmer.

3. Wear a

e jacket.

4. Keep a I
for river
hazards and avoid them.
5. N

boat alone.

6. R
landowners.

the rights of

7. Always portage(walk around)
I
-h
dams.
Draw a line to match the river hazard to its description.
1. Strainer
2. Dead head
3. Low-head dam
4. Holes
5. Pillows

loedsey .9 `JeneN

a. Submerged log
b. Mark made by a submerged rock just under the
surface
c. Obstruction that allows
current to flow through but
catches solid objects
d. Drowning machine
e. Water flowing over a rock
that creates a depression in
the water surface. Water
downstream reverses and
flows upstream to the rock.
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CURRENTS
PENNSYLVANA
\sti CC/1M
MISS/0/,

Dedicated to the sound conservation of
our aquatic msources.the protection and
management of thc state's diversified
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Zebra Mussels Grip Lake Erie
A new species that threatens the Great
Lakes has arrived apparently in ocean-going
ships' ballast water.
"The zebra mussel, a serious pest in
Europe,is rapidly infesting lakes in North
America," said Joseph Leach,an Ontario
Ministry of Natural Resources scientist.
The mussel clogs intake pipes serving
water treatment plants, power plants and
industries. "It took only three years for
mussels to clog a two-foot pipe in Europe,"
Leach said.
The clam-like mussels are now found in
Ontario's Lake St. Clair,the Detroit River
and Lake Erie. The mussels probably arrived
in 1986,but were not discovered until 1988,
he said.
By August 1989,some Ontario
water treatment plants had reported a 20 percent reduction in
flow because of the mussel. A
factory in Ontario will require
millions of dollars in repairs
because its pipes are clogged with
zebra mussels.
The mussels are very fertile,
producing about40,000 eggs per
year. Larvae are spread by currents, and are sucked into water
intakes where they anchor with
thread-like growths. If they are
not removed, they grow to maturity in the pipes and build up
on one another.
The key to control is to prevent
the larvae from settling, Leach
said. Someday, new kinds of paint may
repel the mussels,but in the meantime,they
can be kept out of pipes by high-pressure
water flow or by using sand filters. After
the mussels have settled, scraping or
chlorination are required to remove them.
"The solutions are difficult and expensive,"Leach said."We are looking ata major
economic problem." City officials in
Cleveland predict that fighting the zebra
mussel will cost $50 million. Windsor,
Ontario,has already spent$1 million dealing
with the mussel,and the problems are just
beginning, he said.
The mussels also attach to boat hulls and
colonize spawning reefs. Mussels in Lake
Erie have encrusted important walleye
spawning reefs,Leach said. Biologists fear
that the mussels may affect the survival of
walleye eggs.

The mussels are easily transported upstream by boats,or to inland waterways by
trailered boats and wildlife,Leach said. Lake
Superior is colder and has less calcium than
the other Great Lakes,so it may escape a
heavy infestation of zebra mussels. "We
suspect that the other Great Lakes will be
contaminated,particularly in inshore areas
and embayments," Leach said. "If zebra
mussels get into Lake Michigan and the
Mississippi River system,most places will
probably be contaminated with them in
time."
Because ofincreasing concern over ballast
water exotic,the U.S. and Canadian Coast
Guards established voluntary guidelines in

May 1989. Ships entering the Great Lakes
are now asked to exchange their ballast water
in the open ocean or the GulfofSt Lawrence,
said Margaret Dochoda, a biologist with
the Great Lakes Fishery Commission.
This precaution should reduce the likelihood of more new species entering the
Great Lakes,she said. Unfortunately,ballast
waterexchanges on lake-to-lake trips could
take exotics already in the Great Lakes and
spread them from one lake to another.
Although the Great Lakes apparently received the three most recent ballast water
exotics during the last six years,the number
of ships releasing ballast water has probably not increased,Dochoda said. Instead,
species introduced earlier didn't cause
problems. These include Chinese mitten
crabs in Lake Erie, and flounder in Lake
Erie and Lake Superior, near Thunder Bay.
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If you look around your harbor, marina, campsite or anchorage
and notice the number of boats with pets aboard, it's obvious that
people from Presque Isle to Philadelphia have overcome the
difficulties.
Most pets are indeed "part of the family." They're far happier
included in cruises and adventures, no matter the discomfort, than they
are left behind. In addition to avoiding guilt pangs about leaving them,
you also skip the time and expense of arranging for pet-sitters or checking them in and out of boarding kennels—many of which aren't wonderful
places.
Part of the joy of boating is meeting new people, and having a dog or cat
aboard is a wonderful icebreaker. Animals attract admirers. A friendly, wellbehaved dog or cat reflects positively on you as a person, a pet owner and a
skipper.
Equipment necessary for having your pet on board is inexpensive and basically duplicates items you use at home. It eliminates the irritation of carting these
necessities back and forth from home to boat. While you're planning that next
outing, you might add some of these items to your checklist:
•All shots should be up to date, including rabies. Your veterinarian may
also recommend heart worm prophylaxis (Parvo).
•If your pet is female,she'll be a better traveler if she's been spayed;
neutered if it's a male. This is mandatory with cats.
•Don't count on finding your pet's favorite food everywhere. Carry an
adequate supply on board.
•Be certain the places you plan to visit allow pets. This includes
yacht clubs and marinas, motels and hotels, parks,forests and
monuments. Many people have been turned away, much to their
Dan Owen
dissappointment; and this often results in resentment of the animal
or owners locking away their pets in some out-of-the-way place—
photos by the author
not a very humane idea.
•Add a second identification tag to your pet's collar so you
can be located in port and especially when cruising to distant
marinas or harbors. Include your name, your pet's name, your
boat's name, home port, slip number,and boat registration
This common sense approach begins with your understandnumber. Standard ID tags are usually too small to allow this
ing that Fluffy's biggest problem is getting used to life aboard
additional information.
a moving vehicle. Car, air and seasickness, all motion
• Collars themselves are an item of concern. Choke chains
sickness problems, are easily identified. Drooling, nausea and
or slip collars, decorative bandanas, and other neckwear are
vomiting are the most common signs. With cats, incessant
dangerous aboard a boat. They catch on rigging or other
yowling or crying indicate they're not thrilled with the
hardware and could strangle the dog or cat. A nylon web
experience. Dogs show uneasiness, yawning and pleading
harness is safer and more comfortable than a collar. This is
looks bordering on despair.
particularly true for cats. They're usually intimidated by neck
There are most often four causes of the problem:
collars and try their best to squirm out of them.
• Movement. Animals experience motion sickness for the
• Keep a leash handy. Boating in Pennsylvania takes us to
same reasons humans do. The abrupt or swaying motion of a
many places where a dog can be walked on the beach, through
moving car or boat acts on the acoustic nerves in the cranium.
the woods,on shady footpaths or city streets. It's great fun for
This impairs the animal's sense of balance.
Shep to splash through the waves, retrieve a stick from the
•Anxiety and negative associations. Many pets expect
lake, or flush a few local birds. You know he's the friendliest
something unpleasant with travel. For some,the only time
dog in the world, but strangers you'll meet don't know this,
they ride in a car is when they're going to the vet or to a
especially if Shep happens to be a Doberman Pinscher,
boarding kennel.
German Shepherd, Bull Dog,etc., breeds that by reputation put
•Other causes include visual disorientation(when the
strangers on guard.
scenery seems to be moving instead of the car), engine fumes,
Detailed training procedures are too lengthy for a magazine
temperature(hot or cold)or lack of ventilation.
article. See the books listed in the sidebar(page 27), particu•Inexperienced pets feel the need to stand as they ride.
larly those by Matthew Margolis. A renowned dog trainer and
That's often impossible in a moving car or boat. Determined,
expert in animal behavior, Mr. Margolis has achieved remarkthey persist in trying and then get sick.
able results with dogs previously given up as hopeless.
The secret to success is making the transition from home to
"People don't learn seamanship by buying a boat on
boat as easy, comfortable and trauma-free as possible—for
Saturday and then setting off across Lake Erie on Sunday.
both you and Spot. As Mr. Margolis suggests, take it in
They take it one step at a time," suggests Mr. Margolis. "Why
gradual stages. If your pet rarely rides in the car, getting it
not use the same common sense with your pet?"
used to the drive to the marina is the first step.

Pets
Ahoy!
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Tiger get used to the drive and to the surroundings of the boat
and dock.
All animals are curious. On this first visit take a meandering tour of the dock, beach, yacht club and so forth. The more
they see and explore these strange new surroundings, the less
nervous they'll be.
Don't make drastic changes. Keep the same feeding and
walking schedule as at home and provide the same kind of
food. It helps to bring a familiar item from home: a favorite
pillow, toy or blanket.
Short cruises are the next step. Sooner or later we all have
to motor over to the fuel dock or the holding tank pump-out
station. This is an easy way for your pet to get used to the
sound of the motor, the activity of a boat getting under way,
and the boat's motion through calm water.

Seasickness remedies?
In our time-conscious, results-oriented society we all tend to
grab for quick and easy remedies. Certainly when short notice
or unexpected opportunities don't allow adequate time to adapt
your pet to life afloat, human seasickness medicines may be a
temporary, but possibly ineffective, aid. As with humans,they
work best when given well in advance of getting under way.
An adult cat can have 1/4 to 1/2 pill crushed and mixed with
its food. Kittens need only a tiny fraction of a pill. A dog of
20 or more pounds can take a whole pill. Smaller dogs require
just half a pill.
The use of tranquilizers or sedatives is more tricky and
fraught with a certain amount of controversy. Peter Lippincott,
D.V.M. of the Foothill Veterinary Hospital in Pasadena, CA,
suggests,"Tranquilizers or sedatives of any kind must be used
carefully, and only as prescribed by a veterinarian. Frequently
the side-effects outweigh the benefits."
Tranquilizers don't cure motion sickness or anxiety. They
just postpone the symptoms. Some research indicates that

Start with brief sessions,just sitting in the car while it's in
the driveway. Then, graduate to
short trips around your neighborhood. Stay calm; whatever the
animal's behavior, lavish lots of
praise and reassurance, and try to
keep these early lessons under 10
minutes.
Don't feed your pet until the lesson is
over. This helps avoid possible messes in
your automobile and the animal will assume
the food is a reward for good behavior.
If your friend is feline, a sturdy, wellventilated cat carrier with small viewing holes
is essential, both in the car and aboard your
boat. Despite their innate curiosity, cats
grow attached to their surroundings and
must be introduced gradually to new
experiences. Many cats prefer the close
quarters of a carrier and feel safer
there than if allowed loose in a
vehicle of any kind.
Once you're confident that
Learn first aidfor your pet. There's no running to the vet on the water!
Snuggles won't go ballistic in
the car, it's time for phase two.
We all have days when we're
just relaxing, or doing chores and projects on the boat, not
tranquilizers upset a dog's internal heat regulation system,
heading for open water. Take advantage of these times to let
making them more susceptible to heatstroke. Under sedation
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some cats do become calm and docile, while in others the
exact opposite happens.
A specialist in feline care, Frank Diegmann,D.V.M., points
out,"Many cats seem to become more active or agitated when
given a tranquilizer because they're actually fighting the effect
of the drug. Feeling themselves becoming unnaturally drowsy
or lax, they instinctively stretch, pace,or prowl continuously."
If a sedative is necessary,consult your veterinarian for a
specific prescription. Absolutely never use a sedative prescribed for people.
Many pet owners find the best sedative is an empty stomach,
a comfortable carrier and a dish of water.

Be a good neighbor

technique and it's the only method that works with animals.
Forget what your mother told you about rubbing their noses
in it or spanking with a rolled newspaper. This just amounts to
animal abuse.

Handling the whole day
Cruising any distance at all brings new situations. Periodically, small powerboats and sailboats can nudge into shore so
Gretchen can go for a romp. On larger boats, navigating longer
distances, Gretchen will have to be re-trained to use the
cockpit. This is the safest place to relieve herself, as opposed
to venturing onto a pitching deck. It's also the easiest for you
to hose or bucket down.
After feeding or watering, near the dog's usual time of day
to relieve herself, confine her to the cockpit and reassure her
that she's not being punished. It's a good idea to close the
companionway so she can't retreat to the boat's cabin. Spread
newspaper over the entire cockpit, three to five sheets thick.
"Feeding and watering must never be done in this same

Every harbor or marina is a miniature "community" and
your particular dock is like your street or apartment building.
However, because everyone's much closer, being a good
neighbor takes on added importance. The people next door are
only three feet away. They lack the necessary "space" to
distance themselves tactfully from the
source of aggravation,so even minor
problems and disturbances are more
annoying.
Everyone may like your dog, but no one
likes what your dog leaves behind. Pick up
after Lady with a pooper scooper and disposable bag, and hose down the dock where she
wets.
There are other simple aspects to being a good
neighbor. Don't let your pet roam the dock or
shore at will. Pets allowed to wander have a short
life expectancy, and no pet can be taught to look
both ways before crossing the street. Unless
he's boat-trained well and your dock neighbors
know and like him, make sure Fido stays on
your boat. Because of instinctive territorial
behavior, most dogs are happy to stay
aboard their own boats. Cats, however,
have a tendency to wander and explore,
so a light tether line may be required.
Your pet's companionship aboard your boat can bejust as enriching as it is at home.
Etiquette afloat is a little different
from etiquette ashore. People who
cockpit area," Margolis recommends. "It's imperative that the
would never barge through the front door of your home
dog never confuse its sleeping and eating area with the spot
uninvited or unannounced will casually stroll over to ask
you've chosen for it to relieve itself. Dogs instinctively try
advice or talk boats. How your pet reacts to strangers is a
never to foul their nesting area."
major consideration. Common sense is important. If your dog
When she eventually relieves herself she'll have no choice
is "attack" or "guard-dog" trained always keep it under your
but to do it on the paper. Lavish her with praise and reassurdirect control. Fellowship chills rapidly if visitors are greeted
ance. It will encourage her to use the papers again.
by snarling fangs.
Change the papers immediately after the dog has used them,
If you're going to be away from your boat through the day
but always place one sheet of the soiled newspaper under the
or evening, when dining out,for instance, take Rover for a
fresh paper in the area of the cockpit the dog favors. She'll be
walk first. Loneliness, boredom and lack of attention are
drawn to that spot by her own scent and instinct will "trigger"
important causes of bad behavior in pets. Many small breeds
her to use that same spot again.
such as poodles and terriers have lots of nervous energy and
After several days decrease the amount of cockpit space
need a physical outlet. This helps alleviate accidents on board.
covered by newspaper. Continue until the paper covers only a
Nothing can spoil a beautiful evening faster than returning
small portion of the area. If she misses the paper, spread more;
to your boat to find a mess that needs cleaning. And punishthen try to work your way back to as small an area as possible.
ment after the fact is useless as a training technique. Animals
It is impossible to cockpit-train a dog unless you obliterate
have no understanding of being reprimanded for something
all past odors of their own urine and defecation on,or in, other
they did 10 hours or 10 minutes ago. The animal must first be
parts of the boat. Every time a dog relieves himself, an odor
shown what you expect of him and then he's rewarded for
remains no matter how well you try to scrub it away. This
doing it. This is the well-known positive reinforcement
26
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odor, undetectable to the human sense of smell, draws the
dog back to that spot and triggers his instinct to"mark"
on top of it. Ammonia, bleach, detergents, vinegar and
other household products won't remove this odor from a
dog's keen sense of smell. Buy an odor neutralizer
concentrate at a pharmacy or pet store. Odor neutralizers
don't mask the smells; they alter them.

Rough days
On a blustery day even the smallest reservoir can get
pretty choppy. Here the nylon web harness really pays
off, providing both comfort and safety. Hook a rope or
lanyard to the harness. The other end of the lanyard is
hooked to the helmsman's safety harness. Make sure the
lanyard is long enough to allow the animal to float free in
the water alongside the boat. In the event of a capsize or
if she falls overboard a lanyard that's too short connected
to a buckled,or slip-type, collar could bring tragic
results.
For added protection a flotation vest is an extra
expense well worth thinking about. Their bright colors
serve the same purpose as those of foul weather and
safety equipment for humans—increased visibility if they
go overboard. The vests are lightweight and welldesigned for the animal's comfort. Some models feature
a sturdy grab strap across the back for hauling Rover
back aboard your boat.
All dogs and cats can swim, but they tire easily and are
subject to the same dangers of hypothermia as humans.
The protective coats of some breeds may slow the
process but won't prevent it. Once in the water,conventional wisdom for humans is to remain as still as possible
to conserve body heat. Unfortunately, dogs and cats will
instinctively swim or paddle continuously, accelerating
body heat loss.

Sickness, injuries
Many Pennsylvania rivers and lakes take us far away
from communities where veterinary help is readily
available. For this reason, some basic medical supplies
and knowledge are important. First-aid is simply that.
It's the first aid you can give your animal before professional help takes over. Procedures for dogs and cats are
similar to those for humans. Nevertheless, check out
some of the books suggested in the sidebar on this page
and bone up on your pet's first aid.
A final word on first aid: It's important to be prepared,
of course, and a reference book on first aid for animals is
a worthy addition to your ship's library, though you're
probably no more likely to need pet first aid on your boat
than at home.
Over the past five years, my wife and I and our two
small dogs, Ginger and Heidi, have sailed Wind Warrior
to a variety of destinations, urban and remote, and under
conditions ranging from flat-calm motor-sailing to stormtossed waves. In all cases the dogs had fewer mishaps
and faired much better than did the skipper and first
mate.
Their companionship enriched the joy of cruising and
their antics afloat and ashore added to our fund of boating
yarns. It wouldn't have been the same without them. 10
You'll probably find this true aboard your boat, too.

First Aid Items for Pets
Most of these supplies can already be found in your boat's
first-aid kit. If you don't have a kit, buy one for the safety of
everyone aboard.
absorbant cotton
adhesive tape
alcohol
anti-diarrhea preparation
antiseptic cream
aromatic spirits of ammonia
aspirin
blunt-end scissors
commercial eyewash
solution
cotton swabs

gauze(on one-inch or
two-inch-wide rolls)
gauze pads(square)
hairball remedy (for
cats)
hydrogen peroxide
milk of magnesia
mineral oil
prescribed tranquilizers
or sedatives
rectal thermometer
tweezers

Basic Equipment
Two-compartment plastic food dish = $1.75
Brown paper sandwich bags,50 count = $.87
Plastic pooper-scooper = $.99
Leash = $3.87
Soft-web harness:
Small = $7.50
Large = $12.50
Kitty litter box = $3.00
Disposable plastic box liners, six-count = $1.79
Commercial kitty litter, 10 pounds = $1.09
(beach sand is cheaper and works as well)

Extra-cost items
"Boat" dog tag = $4.00
Doggie flotation jackets:
XXS 10" - 15"= $12.00
Med.24" - 30"= $13.50
XXL 38" -46"= $16.00

Reference Books
"Underdog"—Training the Mutt, Mongrel, and Mixed Breed
at Home,by Matthew Margolis & Mordecai Siegal,
Stein & Day.
The Dog In Your Life, by Matthew Margolis and Catherine
Swan, Vintage Books/Random House.
When Good Dogs Do Bad Things, by Mordecai Siegal and
Matthew Margolis, Little, Brown and Company.
The Dog Lover's Answer Book, by Elizabeth Schuler, Simon
& Schuster.
The Complete Kitten & Cat Book, by Norman H. Johnson,
D.V.M., with Saul Galin, Harper & Row.
The Complete Book ofCat Care (revised edition),
by Leon F. Whitney, D.V.M., Doubleday & Company.
You Can Train Your Cat, by Jo and Paul Loeb,Simon &
Schuster.
Training You To Train Your Cat, by Leon F. Whitney,
D.V.M., Doubleday & Company.
First Aidfor Pets, by Robert W. Kirk, D.V.M.,Sunrise
Books/E.P. Dutton.
The Complete Home Medical Guidefor Dogs,by Stephen
Schneck and Dr. Nigel Norris, Stein & Day.
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NC)Placefcor
ailors who race on Lake Erie are as
S
skilled and as knowledgeable as any oftheir
counterparts—blue water,ocean yachtsmen.
Erie,fourth largest ofthe Great Lakes,can
be calm and placid. But because of its
shallowness, only 210 feet deep, it can
become a raging beast within a few moments. Even with this changeability, the
MORC(Midget Ocean Racing Class)is not
deterred from racing in the wildest weather
and water conditions. The MORCRule was
initiated in 1954 to encourage owners of
small yachts,30 feet or smaller in overall
length, to compete.
One of the big events of the racing
schedule is the Lake Erie Interclub Cruise.
The purpose is, as stated in the MORC
bulletin,"to organize a challenging series
of Lake Erie port-to-port races for cruising auxiliary sailboats, and to allow sufficient opportunity for the membership of
participating clubs to have fellowship while
enjoying the best tradition ofcompetitive
yacht racing."
On one Friday night the skippers gathered at a meeting to receive information
on the courses, any changes in the placement of turning marks and general information concerning the clubs hosting the
sailors. They were told all yachts must
monitor channel 16 at the start,during,and
at the finish of the races. No talking on
the radio would be allowed. Monitoring
was strictly for keeping abreast of weather
and any change in the racing schedule. The
United States Yacht Racing Union racing
rules governed,except as modified by the
Race Committee and communicated orally
or by written instructions.
Three divisions of boats consisting ofan
A Class, with ratings from 15 to 93;B Class
from 94 to 132; and C Class from 147 to
240 entered this interclub regatta, and a
current rating certificate was required for
each boat. For identification,each fleetflew
a different colored flag—pink for A,purple
for B and green for C.

First day of racing
A modified gold cup course, a 15-mile
triangle,then ending with a beat and a run,
started the event on the first day of racing.
The course was laid out in the lake, not too
far from the channel leading to Presque Isle
Bay. The wind blew up to 35 miles an hour,
and waves five to six feet high rolled un28
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The MORC(Midget Ocean Racing
Class) Rule, initiated in 1954,
encourages owners of boats 30feet
or smaller to compete.

by Bill and Bert Schill

photos by the authors
der a dull-gray sky. It was far from ideal
sailing weather. There was certainly no time
to sit and knit.
The following day, at 4:00 a.m., a gun
was fired to start the skippers offfrom the
Erie Yacht Club dock,in the inner bay. They
were on their way to Port Dover,Canada.
On subsequent days the races included the
Turkey Point triangle, off Dover,then on
to Dunkirk, New York, finishing up at
Buffalo, with the entire series taking five
days.
Aseach race ended,a hostclub entertained
the sailors. Atthe end of the series,awards
were given for first,second and third places
in each class. To be eligible for the awards,
the boats had to start in all five races. The
Buffalo Courier-Express Trophy, always
awarded to the best boat in the fleet, went
to Andicapp,overall winner,skippered by
Chris Wolford of the Erie Yacht Club.
All aspects ofsailing am coveted in these
races—beating, reaching and running.
Skippers, as a rule, don't just step into a
sailboat and take part in a race. Points of
sailing and what to expect in a sailboat,under
all kinds of conditions, must be learned
before becoming a winning racer.

Sailboats, spectators

All aspects ofracing are covered in
these challenging events. Youjust
don't step into a sailboat and take
part in a race.

Classes of sailboats are many, starting
with a basic small boat having a mast and
one sail, handled by one person.From there,
boats can have a mast and two sails with
two or more persons sailing. I mger yachts
can be manned by a skipper and crew of
various numbers. These boats can carry
several kinds of mainsails,jibs and a balloonlike sail known as a spinnaker.
Spectators on the shore,or outon the water
along the course, often wonder just what
is going on. Why are the boats crowding
together at one point and then spreading
out all over the body of water? There seems
to be no organization,just a hodgepodge
ofsails bobbing and weaving in all directions.
Well,racing is actually organized. First,
the course has to be determined. A race
committee studies the wind conditions and
determines where to set the course. Many
races are held on a triangular course with
markers placed so that the skippers know
where to sail from one leg to the next. The
starting line is usually set between the
committee boat and a buoy and placed so
Spring 1991 Boat Pennsylvania
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The Erie Yacht Club is the
basefor Pennsylvania's
MORCfleet. This is Lampe
Marina (above), near
Presque Isle Inlet, one of
several largefacilities in
Erie where one canfind
MORC boats.
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that the boats start into the wind for a
windward,or beating-to-weather,leg. Next
is the reaching leg,followed by a running
leg back to the start buoy. Races usually
have two or more laps around the course.

Starting strategy
Before the start ofthe race,the boats mill
around with skippers testing their
timing over the start line.
Skippers must decide whether to
take the safer starboard tack or
to take a gamble and start out on
a port tack. Most of the time,
they favor the buoy end of the
line and keen skippers approach
the start line on the starboard side.
In the boating world,starboard
is the right-of-way tack. A port
wind is similar to a car running
a stop sign. However,there are
times when a porttacker is willing
to take a calculated risk to squeak
over the line and out-maneuver
the starboard starter.
Ten minutes before the start
of a race, the race committee
hoists a white flag. At five
minutes,the white flag is lowered
and a blue flag is hoisted. With
30 seconds to go, the blue flag
is lowered and a red flag is
hoisted. A cannon is fired to
signal the start ofthe race. Starts
can be uneventful or very hairy
asa hoard ofboatsconverges with
everyone trying to be first over

the line. The skipper who has timed his
start perfectly and hits the line first is fortunate to be out in the lead with "clean air."
Those following him are blanketed by
"disturbed air" from all the competitors'
sails. They lose the advantage because they
are farther behind in the pack.

Tacking
When the boats start up the windward
leg,the leader tries to keep up-wind of his
closest competitor,as well as the rest ofthe
fleet. This is when tacking takes place. By
switching sails from one side to the other,
the skipper changes from a starboard tack
to a port tack and continues to zigzag,
covering his competition—tacking when
they tack, to keep the fleet astern of him.
There are times,however,when wind shifts
change the best plans and a leader can lose
his position.
A skipper keeps in mind an imaginary
line from the starting line to the windward
mark—known as the rhumb line. When
taking up this line he has to be careful not
to stay on one tack too long before coming about on the opposite tack or he can
be out-tacked by the competitor he is
covering.

Reaches, running leg
After rounding the first, or windward,
mark, the next leg is a reach. This planing leg can be an exhilarating sleigh ride.
The wind blows at a right angle to the yacht
and the crew eases the sails and flies the
spinnaker. Then they round the net mark

for the running leg,or the third side ofthe
course.
Of all the racing legs, this running leg
is the leastenjoyed. After rounding the mark,
ifspinnakers are used,they are reset so they
balloon out over the bow. The wind comes
over the stern of the boat, making it seem
as if it were waddling along. The skipper
who had the lead on the first two legs keeps
it if he is far enough ahead so that the wind
shadow from the sails astern don't blanket his sails with dead air. This can cause
him to barely move while the boats at the
rear, with clear air, catch up and pass him,
leaving him somewhere back in the back.
Leads can change several times during a
race and especially on the running leg.
Sailing a boat around a course may seem
fairly simple, but there are many variables
to consider. Skippers and crews need to
know how to handle a boat in all conditions.
Knowing the rules of racing is a must.
Infractions occurring on the course can end
in a boat's disqualification. Boats are not
supposed to collide, and when rounding
marks,they have certain rights of way. If
an infraction occurs,the offended skipper
flies a protest flag and at the finish of the
race files a protest. The protest is heard
by a committee and it is either upheld or
disallowed.
Safety is a prime requisite when racing.

The skipper is responsible for the safety
of his ship and crew. Personal flotation
devices (PFDs) are required and come
equipped with a light and a whistle. Crews
also have safety harnesses with lines and
clips, which they can snap on and off of
the safety rigging as they move fore and
aft.
Practicing"man overboard"drills enables
crews to become efficient in reversing the
direction of the ship to retrieve a crew
member from the water. Should someone
fall overboard,immediately there is a shout
of"man overboard"and a life ring is tossed
over the side. The entire crew is alerted
to ready the ship to come about and pick
up the person in the water. The rings come
equipped with electronics so that they can
be located by radar.
Additional equipment carried aboard
yachts to aid in racing include a telltale at
the top of the mast. Connected to an
electronic wind point indicator, the skipper is alerted to the wind variations. Strips
of mylar tape,pieces ofold recording tape,
or even strands of knitting yarn about 12
inches long are attached to the sails to show
wind direction,or during a calm, when the
wind starts to pick up.
The MORC at the Lake Erie Yacht Club
is involved with many events throughout
the sailing season. This particular five-race

MORC competitions each season on Lake Erie consist ofthree I2-mile
Olympic course races, a 25-mile race, and a 100-mile event.
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series is just one of the club's numerous
programs. It brings together skippersfrom
Pennsylvania,Ohio,New York and Canada
and they look forward eagerly to each
season's get-togethers. They not only enjoy
the fellowship,the excitement ofracing and
having fun,but they are all participants in
the creation of international goodwill.
Bill and Bert Schill are a widely
published, nationally recognized
husband-and-wife team ofphotojournalists. They have been involved in boating
for many years. They have owned,
operated,skippered and crewed
powerboats and sailboats on many
major waters ofthe world. Among their
sailing trophies are the President's Cup
on the Potomac River (three times)and
the Rickenbacker Trophy on Chesapeake
Bay(three times).

Lake Erie
forecast
The National Weather Service
forecast for the race during which
the authors "researched" this
article was: Westerly winds 20 to
25 knots becoming northwesterly
in the afternoon. Waves 3 to 5
feet increasing to 4 to 6 feet later
in the day. Northwest winds at 20
to 30 knots at night. Waves 5 to 7
feet. Lake Erie water temperature
was 66 degrees.
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